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INSTABLE LOCATION OF RIFT AT POLYTRANSFORM FAULT
SYSTEMS (ON EXAMPLE OF SAN-PAULU TRANSFORM FAULT
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Tectonic evolution of Mid Atlantic Ridge (MAR) was accompanied by different
phenomena of system instability: rift jumping, rift overlapping, nontransform shifts and etc.
Meanwhile tectonic evolution and oceanic crust accretion within the limits of polytransform
fault systems performs another type of rift segments instability restricted in space by
transform troughs of hundreds kilometers in length.
Polytransform fault systems [4] are arranged as sequence of (3 and more) sub parallel
closely spaced (about 25-30 km) transform faults with total width of first hundreds of miles.
They comprise pretty complicated morphologically ocean bottom regions, at least of two
classes. First class is characterized by numerous transverse and median ridges (ArkhangelskyDoldrums-Vernadsky), second class do not has these features at all (San-Paulu).
Within the restriction of transform sequence occur the jumping of rift at the distance
significantly greater than rift length. Picture shows the map of San-Paulu polytransform fault
system (5 troughs) together with elements of geodynamic interpretation.
Equatorial Atlantic rift segments of MAR are shifted by polytransform fault system of
San-Paulu (from south to north) in westward direction with increasing amplitude of the shift
(see fig.). Modern earthquakes marks an active parts of faults. It is possible to detect single
events at passive parts of transform faults and 50 km far from them. Eastern and central rift
segments are characterized by reduced seismic activity, while western rift segment expose
intense seismic activity.
Axial Bouguer anomaly beneath MAR to the south from San-Paulu polytransform fault
system has northward continuation up to 1°50'N, and at its end one could observe wide
isolated deep which according to single channel seismic profiling data is filled by sedimentary
cover with thickness of more than 1100 m [2], together with symmetrically allocated around it
cluster of big volcanic edifices (low local Bouguer anomaly values), pointing at the ability of
bulls-eyes pairs from magmatic impulses. The topography of acoustic basement [2] at eastern
part of polytransform fault system points by their morphological features at the configuration
of paleo rift segment before jump from paleo nodal deep. The data of bottom sampling [3] at
south base of one of the noted volcanic edifices presents the basalts and breccias of volcanic
glasses (station S0738). According to [1] it was established the indications of further shift of
active spreading segments to west-north-west direction. The location of paleorift on spreading
basement according to rough detection from magnetic age grid correspond to 27 Ma.
Thus, having sublongitudinal overlap of about 120 km of two significant spreading
segments - from San-Paulu at the west to the north and at the east to the south - the system of
active spreading elements makes self restructuring in such way, that the transfer between thier
endings would have the shortest distance in latitudinal direction. One can also observe the
tendency of straightening by transform zone of the transition between large MAR segments.
Similar azimuth and interval cycle in polytransform fault systems could be observed
northward from San-Paulu region at systems of Arkhangelsky-Doldrums-Vernadsky
polytransform faults and in double-transform fault system of Maraphone-Mercury and is
defined by large scale plate kinematics.
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Fig. The scheme of MAR active segments migration at polytransfom fault system of
San-Paulu. Basemap is compiled from satellite altimetry.
1-3 – segments: 1 - active rift, 2 - active transform fault, 3 - paleo rift, 4 - possible track of rift
ending jump, 5 – paleo nodal deep, filled by sediments (> 1100 m), 6 - large volcanic edifices,
7 – track of modern jump of active segments of transform fault [1], 8 - Brazilian exclusive economic
zone, 9 - St. Peter and St. Paul rocks.

The study was done within the program “Evaluation of relation between bottom relief,
sedimentary cover deformations, degasation and geological hazards, and geodynamic state of
crust and upper mantle at Atlantic ocean and western Arctic Ocean”, also it was supported by
RFBR grants 15-05-05888, 13-05-12076, 14-05-00122, RAS Presidium Programs N 4, 23,
44, Scientific School NSh_5177.2012.5.
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